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Unusual project has a fairytale
ending for celebrity snapper
PORTRAITS
FromRobertSmithto
ThomYorke,Sarah
Photogirlboastsan
impressivelistof
subjects. JessieThear
onhernewexhibition.
SARAH Photogirl has
accomplished a lot.
Self-taught, she has
snapped such a varied
selection of stars in her time,
it would make even the
biggest of music fans jealous.
She has had work published
in the likes of NME, Q
Magazine and Mojo, and has
produced album artwork for
rock group The Libertines,
as well as posters for The
Darkness.
However, her latest project
sees her turning the lens
around. The new exhibition
of self-portraits is open
MONEY SHOTS: Sarah Photogirl is best known for her celebrity portraits, like this one of Radiohead’s Thom Yorke.
throughout August at Castle
Howard in York. Titled Her
photos. Normally, I get
photography started at
the right image. It’s a
features mostly portraits.
Dark Materials, the
vintage clothes from charity
university and, with a
question of trial and error.”
Sarah says she favours
collection forms part of
shops, but it was really
passion for music, it seemed
As much as Sarah loves
pictures with people in them.
Castle Howard’s Picture Book
exciting wearing these
natural to combine the two.
photography as it used to be,
“I think photographs with
exhibition and is made up of
costumes. It was a really
“I studied film, television
she confesses digital cameras people in them tend to be
five dramatic images. Each
interesting process, seeing
and English literature, and I
have opened up a whole new
more interesting than a
picture captures scenes from
them made and develop
was really into the music
world in terms of editing
landscape – they can be
some of her favourite stories
along the way.”
scene as well,” she says. “I
and image arrangement.
directed and moved as you
from fairytales and children’s
Sarah’s interest in
used to cover my bedroom
“I spent a lot of time
want.
literature, except this
walls in posters, mostly
learning how to take pictures
“My favourite picture from
time, Sarah plays the
of Blur. One day I found
using films and developing
the collection is probably the
starring role.
myself looking at them
them by hand,” she says.
cyclone scene from The
“This exhibition is quite
and wanting to change
“I can remember it taking
Wizard of Oz. It was difficult
different to what I usually
them. Like moving
what felt like hours just to
when I was working on it
do. The five pictures are
someone to the left, or
develop the film itself, from
because there’s so much to it.
taken from children’s
changing how they were
taking it off the reel to using
But that made it more
classics, which we chose,
standing. It all started
all the smelly chemicals to
pleasing to see it at the end.
and they’ll be displayed
from there. I would spend
develop it. There are so many There’s so much to look at in
alongside the costumes I
all my spare time taking
stages when it can go wrong,
it. It looked really good when
used which were made
pictures and I used to be
and if it does you’ve lost all
it was finished.”
by students from
in the dark room for ages,
your pictures. Soon I started
Sarah Photogirl also has
Yorkshire Coast College
hours at a time developing noticing at gigs, all the
another exhibition called
as part of their
photos. I sort of taught
photographers had digital
Telling Stories at The Living
coursework,” Sarah says.
myself.”
cameras. You can do so much Room in York, which features
“They treated it as a
Ordinarily behind the
more with digital, these latest more of her pictures of
project. They researched
camera, it was harder than
fairytale pictures couldn’t
celebrities and musicians.
the stories and I sort of
normal to arrange some of
have been done with an older
“The display at The Living
advised along the way.
her latest pictures,which
camera.” Her repertoire
Room is a chance to see more
The costumes turned out
required her to be on both
of my ‘usual’ work, it’s a bit
really well; they look
sides of the lens.
more of a balanced
brilliant.
“Being in two places at
exhibition compared to the
“The stories in the
once was quite difficult,”
self-portraits,” Sarah says.
exhibition are from The
she says. “But it worked
The Castle Howard
Wizard of Oz, The
out well. My boyfriend
exhibition runs to Sep 6.
Princess and the Pea, Ice
helped me with setting up
01653 648333.
Queen, Little Red Riding
the pictures.
■ Sarah also undertakes
Hood and Cinderella.
“However, I’m a
unique and inventive
“I think these are classic
perfectionist and there
weddings, and commercial
stories which everyone
ICONIC IMAGES: Sarah’s latest project were a lot of adjustments
commissions. To see more
will recognise. I’m used to
features scenes from classic tales like
made in between taking
of her work, visit
using my own props in
The Wizard of Oz.
each picture to get exactly
www.sarahphotogirl.com

This is different to
what I usually do,
the five pictures
aretakenfrom
children’s classics...
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Sheffield’s STAG
art collection

New publishing company STAG
fine art and photography are
showcasing their first
collection in August, and
promise to offer top quality
limited edition art prints at
affordable prices. STAG, based
in Sheffield, will release new
collections every month from
artists, sculptors and
photographers. Artist Nigel
Cooke will be featuring his
piece Over the Top (pictured).
The collections will be shown
in a 5000 sq ft factory in the
industrial heart of Sheffield.
For info www.stagfineart.co.uk
or 0845 603 6229.

Auction Mart art
in its third year

One of Yorkshire’s most
popular art exhibitions with a
difference is entering its third
year. Art in the Pen will once
again be held at Skipton
Auction Mart on Aug 15 -16
and will feature the work of
more than a dozen aspiring
and established artists. A wide
variety of art will be on display
in the stalls which are normally
home to livestock, from
textiles, ceramics, sculptures,
paintings and photography.
The event is open both days
from 10am-4pm. Parking and
entry free.

York artists at
Royal Academy

Two of Kentmere House
Gallery’s regular artists are
showing their work at the
Royal Academy in London.
Paintings by Susan Bower
and Louis Turpin form part of
the Summer Exhibition, which
attracts thousands of visitors
each year. Both artists are
showing at the York gallery,
which is open on Aug 1 and 2,
from 11am-5pm. For more
information call 01904 656507.
The exhibition continues at the
Royal Academy in Piccadilly
until Aug 16.

